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Introduction

The Flamenco is one of these art forms that while enshrining traditional and cultural identity still incessantly keeps developing itself – contemporary at all times. With
the Festival FFHH we want to assemble the diversity of Flamenco. Besides appearances of international flamenco artists of the contemporary avant-garde there will
many more acts, which shall brighten the corners of the art and link them with the fine arts and political movements. Flamenco as a social practice, as vessel for
expression of dolor, remembrance and joy shall be sensualized as much as the analytic discussion about aspects of power, gender and representation. Hamburg as
a city of critical scene and vivid subcultures, as university town and modern cultural metropolis provides all requirements needed to succeed. From familiar to
professional audiences – all shall be strongly welcomed. We offer space for the most traditional as well as for the modern concepts of flamenco. Yet, and that might
be our greatest concern, we do not want to be a festival for plain exhibition, but want to frame our program with a wide range of parallel activities: events, in which
we want to reflect and discuss about history, symbolism, ambivalence and social contextualisation of the art and the savoir-vivre of flamenco. If everything turns out
well parts of the program can be a broad bandwidth of technical courses, culture-anthropoligical lectures and workshops, exhibition of the fine arts, documentations
and filmseries, program for kids, artists in residence and laboratories and much more.
Following pages can give you more details about vision and the project conception.
We hope you enjoy reading!
Jorge „Bifu“ Barroso and Martina Helmke

Realisation and organisation of the FFHH shall be happening perspectively in
varied, independant festival categories, which are to be shown on following pages.
We hope to be able to support a dynamic and independant advancement in several
scopes this way. The implementation or non-implementation of a category must not
determine the realisation of another. In that sense we postulate the aim to find the
adequate partners and supporters for each category.

Team
Martina Maria Helmke, born in 1987 in Hamburg, Cultural Anthropologist (MA),
Pedagogue and Activist.
Jorge „Bifu“ Barroso, born in 1976 in Seville, directing his own, innovative,
Theater Company „Varuma Teatro“ for more than 20 years.
Both met in 2015 during an investigation project and decided to put together
their distinct perspectives and experiences in one project.
Since 2016 they live together in the south ofthe city of Hamburg.
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Working Spaces;

F-con

Meetings;
F-Mag

This festival slot will be about organization, regards of content and strategic cross-linking of different initiatives of flamenco. The focus
shall be on cross-border projects und cooperations. By that we mean european and inter-/transnational operating institutions and
individuals, as well as interdisciplinary questions and flamenco-related topics in science, research, publicistic, media, art and cultural and
educational policy.
In F-con we want to allow room for networking, in order to think collectively about longterm or temporary initiatives.
F-mag will be a trilingual (engl.-span.-ger.) medium, that can serve as an organ for these current tendencies. It is to inspire for a new
approach and to develop progressive ideas beyond one‘s own nose. As in this function it shall encourage authors, activists, artists etc to
express and depict. F-mag will be available online at any time and publicated over the year. It is hence a source and platform for
conceptual suggestions for the festival FFHH in general, as well as its‘ temporal and local replacement. It will be distributed online and
via social media and is to create a recognition factor the hamburg festival.

Audio/visual

F-expo

Representations;
3-lingual
Documentation

F-expo essentially is an educational and documental mission. It‘s the slot, that shall make available both, knowledge about flamenco as
cultural and artistical representation, and assure the documentation of what‘s going to be happening at the festival. Exhibitions, projects
of the fine arts, film and photography will find their way into this format. The program of each festival issue will be captured textually and
visually and will be published as a documentation leaflet enclosed to the next festival issue, or pre-printed and online available.
Our aim also is to publish all trilingual and by that reach out to a broader public far beyond local scenes. That should be the cornerstone
for a europe-wide linking-up of artists, thinkers and cultural activists, who all have an individual approach to flamenco and its‘ broader
context. Flamenco is serving as a generic term and point of origin, but at no time has to be the centred focus of the discussion. The
festival FFHH again shall be a platform of expression and communication for correspondent initiatives.

Residency and

F-lab

artistic Investigation

F-lab is the experimental and creating part of the festival. In this category we want to provide space for exchange and creation. These
can be artist residencies, for those who in a broader sense work and research on flamenco. In that respective slot it‘s all going to be
about experimenting and exchanging on the field of flamenco. These projects do not necessarily have to remain sole events, but could go
along and support artists on their way. It is desirable that results of F-lab posterior relocate to F-Expo and/or F-Scene to present their
results. The lab does not inevitably has to coincide with the festival.
Along with residencies and productive works the F-lab can also be seen as a forum for (semi-)professional artists both from flamenco and
other scenic arts and music in the form of offered courses where contemprary approaches can circulate.
F-lab shall animate to experiment, getting to know each other and producing as well as convey the necessary set ot tools.

Shows;

F-scene

Newcomer;
Internationale Companies and Projects

F-Scene ist the classical stage format of the festival. Even though it is not structured as the central focus of the festival, the presented
pieces shall nevertheless find your full indulgence and enjoyment here– especially the low-threshold access for all audiences. And yet in
F-Scene criterias apply that will assort the selection of pieces. As an orientation some aspects can be as not necessarily, but by trend.
1. Professional flamenco background and set-out artistical carreer in flamenco of all/some participants
2. Scenic depiction differs from replication of classic Tablao and Pena formats and involves incorporated disciplines such as
scenography, dramaturgy, outside the subject of flamenco instruments or their altered use
3. The classic flamenco elements are alteredly depicted or re-contextualized and/or re-interpreted.
In F-Scene it should not only be about the freshest in flamenco. Much more the audience shall be able to participate in contemporary
flamenco formats and a free spirit and mind set shall be developed in regarding flamenco pieces. We also want to include audiences that
have been unresponsive for stage flamenco until now. The vision for the possible and at the same time preserving quality and
accurateness will be crucial to the selection of the depicted pieces. The love for flamenco and a deep understanding of it are not
contradictious to feeling the urge of putting on a concept for the stage.
To ensure internationality and inter-generational perspectives always three formats shall be presented, of which one will be falling into the
field of an international renown, whereas two others will be represented by spanish and non-spanish from the spectre ‚Newcomer‘.

Local Community

F-re

Colaborations:
Clases,
Concerts and Juergas

F-re stands for returning in the best literal sense_ re-locate, re-interprete, re-compensate, re-flect, … In this slot both artistic and localsocial roots of flamenco shall be cherished and valued. From our point of view topics regarding this could be cherishing of the classic
disciplines of flamenco, the background lore about techniques, social and emotional culture of flamenco, flamenco as encounter.
Hamburg is coming up with a decent number of studios and cross-linked professionals and aficionadas, who with dedication and care are
helping to make flamenco tangible. FFHH sees an audience with specific wishes and needs here, which should be debated in the course
of planning and – at the best – be accomodated in this slot. Especially the social momentum of the festival we want to discuss closely
with this scene. This could involve intimate concerts in the premises of the hamburg studios, as well as collectively organizing the
Juergas, which shall take place between the different artists during the festival, furthermore the collaborations and as regard of content
discussions about different levels of flamenco courses that will be offered by the residing artists.
The local studios will have the opportunity to get to know the artists personally and artistically, get inspirations or simply learn from each
other and share visions.
The events of FFHH should not be understood as competition, but as an addition to already existing local flamenco culture and will at the
best fuel the policies of culture and subsidies as well as drawing general attention to the topic.

Interventions

F-act

F-act is an open category of the festival FFHH. It is based on the assumption that flamenco is a socially and politically widely branched
genre and stunningly is uniting every-day culture and stagecraft – whilst it miraculously osscilates and nebulizes their edges. Unlike any
other art form or folklore the flamenco is socially contested and is often symbolically hijacked.
We want to provide space to emphasize the potential of flamenco as a culture of protest and politically acclaimed and affecting art.
Flamenco either is mouthpiece or instrument, trying to get to the bottom of itself as a genre or simply serves as identity-generating for it‘s
interpretors.
In that festival category all formats can be presented: lectures, public performances, singing of political letras or audio-/visual
representations are possible. You may be fierce and serious or funny and melancholic.

F-expo

Infodeu (at) festivalffhh.com

F-act

F-con

F-scene

F-re

Infoesp (at) festivalffhh.com
F-lab

www.festivalffhh.com
https://ffhhsite.wordpress.com/
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